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Introducing myself
• I have been an obsessed photographer for more than 20 years.
• I have been in marketing communications even longer.
• To what degree?
• Fine arts degree
• Economics degree
• MBA
• Too many photography workshops to name
• I am the founder of a marketing consulting firm called
Go! Launch Marketing.
• I am passionate about helping people tell their story about
their business, their non-profit organization, and their
photography practice.

This is my nerdy business headshot.

Partial CV
•

Published images
• CNN TV, CNN website, KTVU TV, NPR/KQED website,
San Francisco Chronicle website, various trade
magazines

•

Selected Exhibitions
• British Journal of Photography, Portrait of Humanity
2020 Shortlist
• Street Photography Around the World, 2019, LA
Center of Photography
• Curve Gallery/ Maryland Federation of Art. 2019
Street Scenes Exhibition
• Corden – Potts Contemporary Photography, San
Francisco. The Tipping Point – A Juried Group
Exhibition 2018
• Brownsville Museum of Fine Art, Brownsville, TX. 46th
International Art Exhibition (2018)
• New York Center for Photographic Arts, HUMANS 2018
Exhibition – Juror’s Choice Award

Event
Photography

Oh! The Places
You’ll Go!
Secure
Housing Unit
California
State Prison
Video & Photo
Project for
CDCR

Testimonials

• “Jon Wollenhaupt has expertly
captured multiple layers of
meaning within his highly complex
visual construction, “Cognitive
Disruption #3.” What drew me
first to this image was the ability
to enter the work through a
variety of pathways, scenarios
and situations. Once inside, my
eye is expertly guided to different
visual narratives which illicit a
smorgasbord of experiences.
Furthermore, I can read his
creation in new ways every time I
approach it. For these reasons
and more – I felt “Cognitive
Disruption #3” perfectly fit into
our theme, “The Tipping Point”.—
Judith Walgren, MFA

Three things that will make Google frown upon your
website
Your website’s role as a communications Hub

What we
are going to
cover

Template sites vs. customized WordPress sites
Basics of Content Marketing and why it’s important
SEO basics & on-page optimization – things you can
do yourself!
Services to look for in a hosting service

Goals for this workshop
•

Make participants feel empowered, not overwhelmed

•

Change the way you think about your website

•

After the workshop, participants will be able to :
• Discuss the role of a website as a communications hub
• Assess their website for three crucial issues that may hinder
Google from serving their photography site’s content in search
results
• Discuss the basics of Content Marketing and why it is
important for website visibility and reach
• Name two types of keywords and how each plays a role in
attracting traffic to a website
• Implement at least three best practices they learned that will
enhance the visibility and reach of their website

*The value of any workshop, class or training is
assessed by the knowledge or skills that participants
apply when they return to their studio, workshop, or
place of work.

Tell us about your
website
• What role does your website play
for your photography?
• Who are the audiences for your
website? Who do you want to
influence?
• What impressions do you want a
visitor to take away after visiting
your website?
• What actions do you want visitors
to take when they visit your
website?

Website as a hub
INBOUND MARKETING

OUTBOUND MARKETING

Sponsored Content

SEO / Organic Search

Email Marketing

YouTube

LinkedIn

Website
& Blog

Facebook

Portfolio Review

Speaking Engagement

Twitter
PR / Press
Releases
Inbound Links

Engagement / Call to
Action on your
website

Web Seminars

Tell us how you are
driving traffic to your
website
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email marketing?
Social media?
Speaking engagements?
Web seminars?
Workshops?
Other?

Are you measuring the traffic that
comes to your website?
Which traffic measurements are
important?

Types of website traffic to understand and track

Direct traffic is when
someone enters a
web address into a
browser.
Of this total approximately
49% was from brand
searches.

Referral traffic describes
the visitors who come to
your website from other
sites, without searching
for you on Google. This
traffic comes from
backlinks.

The three things that will make
Google frown upon your website
Item #1:
Your website is not secured with an SSL certificate
• Why is this important?
• SSL is essential for protecting your website,
even if it doesn't handle sensitive
information like credit cards. It provides
privacy, critical security and data integrity for
both your websites and your users' personal
information.
• SSL Provides Authentication. In addition to
encryption, a proper SSL certificate also
provides authentication. This means you can
be sure that you are sending information to
the right server and not to an imposter
trying to steal your information.
Google is the 800-pound gorilla of the internet.

The three things that will make
Google frown upon your website
Item #2:
Your website is optimized for mobile devices
Responsive design is a method of developing a site that
is completely flexible regardless of device. Rather than
detecting a specific browser type or device type, the
website automatically orientates itself based on the
screen size of the device. A combination of reformatting
and re-optimizing the entire site gives a practical
flexibility beyond imagination.
Test your site now:
https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly

Google is the 800-pound gorilla of the internet.

The three things that will make
Google frown upon your website
Item #3:
Your website loads slowly.
Page load speed is very important for a website. It’s so
important that Google has made it an actual ranking
factor.

Test your site’s load speed now:
https://www.webpagetest.org
Google is the 800-pound gorilla of the internet.

A website is
like a garden
If you don’t nourish it and give it
regular attention…….

It will wither
away.
What nourishes your website?

Your website is like a living
organism.
• It needs to be feed and nourished to be a vibrant
participant in the greater connected internet ecosphere.
• What it needs to be feed is content.
• What will keep it nourished are backlinks.
• What will keep it vibrant—in Google’s eyes—is on-page
optimization.

Templated websites vs. customized WordPress websites
• Pro’s and Con’s
• Advantages / Disadvantages
• The Good / The Bad
• You Get What You Pay For
• The Fine Print
• Cost- Benefit Analysis
• Pay Now or Pay Later?

The two main
reasons to get a
template website
like Wix or
SquareSpace

Price

Price

Disadvantages
of template
websites

• Conventionality: Unless you devote a lot of time to
learning about how a template can be manipulated,
chances are your site isn’t going to stand out from the
crowd. The best templates are often downloaded by
thousands of users.
• Lack of support for 3rd party apps and extensions.
• Search Engine Optimization: A template site may come
out of the box with some search engine optimization
tactics built in, but it will never take the place of a real
human optimizing the site for you.
• Bloat: Many template website services use themes that
have built-in features and functionality you might not
actually want, and these can ultimately weigh your
website down.
• Security: Hackers love template websites because they
can hack multiple sites at once.

•

Ease of Use
WordPress is very easy to use and has an intuitive interface. Adding new pages, blog posts, images, etc.
on a regular basis is a breeze and can be done quickly. Because the technology is so simple, time spent
on formatting is greatly reduced.

•

Pros of a
custom
WordPress
website

No HTML Editing or FTP Software Required
WordPress is a self-contained system and does not require HTML editing software (such as Adobe
Contribute or Dreamweaver). You can create a new page or blog post, format text, upload images (and
edit them), upload documents, video files, image galleries, etc. all without the need for additional HTML
or FTP software.

•

Search Engines Love WordPress Sites
The code behind WordPress is very clean and simple, making it easy for search engines to read and index
a site’s content. In addition, each page, post, and image can have its own meta tag keywords,
description, and title, and be optimized for specific keywords, allowing for very precise search engine
optimization.

•

The Design of Your Website is 100% Customizable
WordPress acts as the engine for your website. The look and feel of the site can be 100% customized so
your brand can shine through on your site and provide a unique experience to your visitors.

•

Extend the Functionality of Your Site with Plugins
Want to add an event calendar, video gallery, Twitter Feed, Facebook Fan Box, and more to your site?
WordPress makes this possible with plugins, most of which are free or very reasonably priced.

•

Your Site Can Grow as Your Business Grows
WordPress sites are very scalable. You can have hundreds of thousands of pages or blog posts on your
site and the performance of the site will not be compromised in the least.

Provide a “Quality Experience”
“Increasing your reputation on social media, through
increased engagement and high-quality content
syndication, will lead to increased online brand
presence. That increased brand presence is going to
lead to more branded searches on Google, and the
more branded searches your brand receives, the
higher it’s likely to rank for non-branded keywords.
There’s no specific way to improve your authority
other than to give your audience a quality
experience, but that’s where it all begins.”
—Jayson DeMers, Contributor, Forbes.com

Content Marketing
The practice of creating and distributing content that is informative and
helpful to your audience. Good content then directs those you have
influenced back to your photography website, where you can engage them
further with your portfolio, your CV, other content, and CTA’s. Successful
content marketing creates positive associations with your brand as a
photographer.
Question: What Call-to Action do you use on your website?

Authoritative Content Enhances Your
Photography Brand’s Web Presence
•

The online content you develop gives photography influencers (writers, media, galleries,
jurors) a fuller picture of who you are as an artist and your specific expertise and talents.
It also demonstrates your commitment to your art.

• Content development, social media campaigns, and outbound marketing (e.g. email
marketing) are all inexorably related and strategically complimentary.
• SEO and content marketing now go hand-in-hand; better, more frequent content will
attract links, shares, and other image-building signals that will boost rankings.

Content Marketing
Content is Key to Building an Online Presence
• The content you develop should be aligned with your brand’s core
messaging or objectives; it should effectively build & support your brand
in the eyes of your audiences.
• Your content should directly address your target audience’s needs and
interests. This will allow you to attract their attention and trust.
Question: How do you describe your brand as a photographer?

What are galleries looking for in a
photographer as a client?

Galleries want someone who is an active participant
in the success of their business – not someone who
just rings up and asks, “what did you sell?”

Galleries want someone who they perceive as
“serious” – not a “here today, gone tomorrow”.

Question: How can your brand as a photographer address these issues?

Content
Marketing
Content that feeds your online
channels and search engines
• Exhibitions and award
announcements
• Articles
• Presentations (SlideShare)
• Endorsements/testimonials
• Participation in a portfolio
review
• Videos
• Curated content
You have to keep Google’s
interest up – new content keeps
them interested in you.

• Content helps SEO by providing more web "real estate" and increasing your
domain authority (as well as earning inbound links).
• It provides source material for a social media marketing campaign.
• It can encourage more email signups and can be used as the basis for an email
marketing campaign.
• It can enhance the value of your landing page and other web pages.
• It can help you build relationships with multiple audiences.

Basics of on-page Search
Engine Optimization (SEO)
• Types of keywords
• Example of a keyword search
• Placement of keywords on a web page
• Keyword density
• Text length
• Writing a meta description for each
page
• Internal links
• Outbound links
• Cornerstone content

I wrote an article.
Now what?
Let’s find a keyword.

Two main types of
keywords
1.

Broad match

2.

Long tail

Ideally, you want to use a
combination of broad match and
long tail keywords when optimizing
your website.

The selected keyword.

Wet plate collodion image from the series
“The New Americans” by Jill Enfield

I also looked
up this
keyword,
which made
me think…

Your keywords/phrases work like this…
Your website

Your keywords/phrases are
like bait on hooks for those
searching the internet. The
more hooks you bait, the
more likely you will catch
something. The question is:
Who do you want to catch?
Students for workshops?
Clients for print purchases?
Clients for commercial work?
Museum curators?
Arts publications?
Gallery owners?

Commercial
Photography

Landscape
Photography
Fine Art
Photography

Black & White
Photography

Studio
Lighting
Workshop

Large Format
Photography

Cyanotype

Wet
Plate
Collodion

Trends in
Photography

Lightroom
Best Practices

Keyword placement

• In the permalink – the URL for the page.

• In H2 headers

• In the introduction of the article

Keyword
placement

Keyword placement
• In the meta description

This what the
SERP, or Search
Engine Results
Page, will look
like.

Yoast SEO Plug-in for WordPress

• An easy-to-use-tool for onpage optimization

The focus word for my article.

Yoast SEO
Plug-in for
WordPress

SEO evaluation for my article

Typically you
want to aim for
1-2% density.

Yoast SEO
Plug-in for
WordPress

Why does the word count of your post or page matter?
• You have a higher chance of ranking in Google if you write long, highquality blog posts, of 1000 words or more.

Why length
matters

• The longer the text, the more clues Google has to determine what your
post is about. The longer your text, the more often your focus keyword
or phrase appears.
• In a longer post, you can add more headings, links, and images, in
which you can also mention the keyword/phrase. So more content,
means more on-topic, high-quality information.
• A longer text might also help you rank for multiple long-tail variants of
the key phrase you’ve optimized your text for. That’s because, in a
lengthy text, you probably address various complimentary topics.

Why should I
put outbound
links on my
webpages?

• Relevancy—Links provide relevancy clues
that are tremendously valuable for search
engines. Links tend to point to related
content. This helps search engines establish
knowledge hubs on the Internet that they
can then use to validate the importance of a
given web document.
• Providing a link to another photographer’s
website or to a photography organization is a
great favor to them and can help build
personal relationships.
• Your outbound link become the target
organization’s backlink.

Why are
backlinks
important?

• Link building is the process of acquiring hyperlinks
from other websites to your own.
• Today, the SEO importance of building high-quality
links has never been higher.
• Search engines use links to crawl the web; they will
crawl the links between the individual pages on your
website, and they will crawl the links between entire
websites.
• Brand building - Good link building can help build
your brand and establish you as an authority in your
niche. There are some link building techniques, such
as content creation, which can show people your
expertise and skills, and this can go a long way
toward building your brand as a photographer.

Why are backlinks important?
• Link building can often involve outreach to
other relevant websites and blogs in your
industry. This outreach frequently relates to
the promotion of something that you've just
created, such as a piece of content or an
infographic. A common goal of outreach is to
get a link, but there is much more to it than
just this: Outreach can help you build longterm relationships with key influencers in
your industry, and these relationships can
mean that your business becomes highly
regarded and trusted.

Finding Backlinks to
your site
Center for Photographic Art –
https://photography.org

Find backlinks to your site
Resource: https://monitorbacklinks.com

IMHO: One of the most valuable benefits a
photography or arts organization can offer to its
members is a link to their website.

No follow links

No follow is a tag or attribute that signals that
the page linking out is claiming no
endorsement of the page it links to, nor that
the link is being done because of any
commercial relationship between the entities.
Thus, the no follow tag is a way publishers can
tell search engines not to count some of their
links to other pages as “votes” in favor of that
content. They do this so search engines won’t
think they are selling influence or are
somehow involved in schemes deemed as
unacceptable SEO practices.

• An internal link is one that points to another
page on the same website.
• These type of links are useful for three
reasons:

Why are
internal links
important?

1. They allow users to navigate a website.
2. They help establish information hierarchy for
your website.
3. They help spread link equity (ranking power)
around your website.

• Internal links help establish a good site
architecture, which makes it easier for
search engines to crawl the pathways of a
website and index all of its pages.

• Security for Your Website
Because WordPress is an open-source platform, security is critically important to
minimize the risk of your site being hacked.

Web hosting
services to
consider

• Web hosting security services to consider:
• Proactive security that protects your site with daily scans and continuous
monitoring.
• Site restoration service. If malware is found, the hosting company will restore your
site, ensuring it’s back to being 100% clean and safe.
• Web Application Firewall (WAF), which provides around-the-clock, proactive
protection to block malware from ever reaching your website.
• Organizational Validation (OV) SSL Certificate displays a small padlock and HTTPS
prefix in the visitor's browser bar, telling them they're on an encrypted site that is
authentic and safe. OV SSL Certificate uses the strongest SHA-2 & 2048-bit
encryption. Google prefers delivering search results from websites that have this
safety certification.
• Lastly, your webhosting company should provide excellent customer service.

• Write a short piece of new content for your
website. Or, use existing content.
• Exhibition announcement
• Make a project statement into a post
• Some thoughts about a topic in photography

Assignment for
next week

• Select a keyword/phrase for the content.
• Make sure the keyword is in the title.
• Make sure the keyword is in the first
paragraph
• Write a subhead (H2 header) in the body of
the piece that includes the keyword.
• Write a meta description (160 characters
max) for the piece that will appear in the
SERP. Be sure to include the keyword.

